we gain most valuable access to the world of craftsmen in the late Middle Ages. Even though the author of the first text pursues mostly ethical and moral concerns, formulating many specific comments about people"s wrongdoing, his narrative proves to be almost as informative about craftsmen as the Mendel Housebook (short title). The latter mostly consists of a very large number of illustrations of old craftsmen working in their shops, which sheds important light on the tools available, the work methods, and the impressive differentiation and sophistication amongst the craftsmen. The Housebook was continued until the early nineteenth century, whereas Des Teufels Netz was mostly forgotten and did not experience a significant reception. Both works complement each other well and allow us to gain an excellent insight into the world of craftsmen.
Countless medieval museum pieces demonstrate vividly the skill and art commanded by those craftsmen, and many written documents produced for the guilds and the city governments provide an extraordinary understanding of the world of craftsmanship. For a number of years beautifully illustrated volumes dedicated to specific crafts in the Middle Ages have been published by the University of Toronto Press. For instance, 2 Research on this topic, as I have already observed, is very rich; see, for instance, Keith D. Killey Buchmalerei (Graz: Akademische Druck-und Verlagsanstalt, 2002) . 4 See the articles on the various topics relating to craftsmen in Lexikon des Mittelalters, vol. IV (Munich and Zurich: Artemis Verlag, 1989), cols. 1910-19 ; Steven Epstein, "Guilds and Métiers," Dictionary of the Middle Ages, ed. Joseph R. Strayer, vol. 6 (New York: Charles Scribner"s Sons, 1985) , [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Matthias Pfaffenbichler introduced the craft of armorers; Nicolas Coldstream worked on masons and sculptors; and Elizabeth Eames focused on English tilers. 5 The history of craftsmanship can be pursued from many different perspectives, including the training of the young people entering that work field, the social and economic conditions, the supply of raw material and its transformation into finished products, the selling of tools, machines, gadgets, bread, etc., the literary and artistic culture of the craftsmen ("Meistersang"), the craftsmen"s political status, and the relationship of the craftsmen to the Church. 6 The purpose of this paper, however, is to introduce and analyze first a literary source that has not been studied much at all until today and yet deserves much more attention with respect to craftsmanship especially because it is so amazingly rich in its information about many different crafts and how the individuals who occupied those positions as masters behaved, that is, in the author"s mind, misbehaved. The second document, a hefty tome with a huge number of illustrations, has been investigated already a number of times especially by German manuscript scholars, but it seems mostly unknown among Anglophone and other researchers and so deserves to be discussed here more thoroughly. The wealth of details about craftsmanship in the Middle Ages and far beyond contained in the second document is breathtaking and deserves great attention by modern scholarship.
At a conference in Göttingen, Germany, in December 2011, a group of philologists discussed the curious phenomenon of "sleeping" and "forgotten" texts from the Middle Ages. 7 The former group consists of narratives that are extant only in their original manuscript form and have not yet been edited critically; the latter group comprises texts that have already been published sometime in the nineteenth or twentieth century but have never attracted any significant attention by scholars or the wider readership. While the canon of literary texts continues to enjoy widespread popularity in academia and elsewhere, which Nathanael Busch and Björn Reich call "Höhenkammliteratur" (literature situated on the high topographical ridges), 8 a vast number of presumably "second-ranked" literature, often determined by its religious, medical, geographical, or scientific orientation or character continues to await its rediscovery through new critical readings. One of those "forgotten" texts proves to be the anonymous didactic verse narrative, Des Teufels Netz from the early fifteenth century, composed somewhere in the vicinity of Constance, southern Germany. The author refers to a Church council, which could entail the Council of Constance (1414 Constance ( -1418 In essence, the author examines the wide range of sins which people commit on a daily basis, and through his satirical style he obviously wants to alert his readers/listeners about their own failings and the dangers for their souls, which the devil would certainly capture and take down to hell as a punishment-of course, a very traditional view long expounded by representatives of the Church since the early Middle Ages. As scholarship on Des Teufels Netz (certainly limited in its scope) has already determined, there are a number of parallels with contemporary plays treating the Judgment Day, then with the rich penitentiary literature, decalogue texts, and confessional tracts. We can also identify, as possible models at least for the description of the many sins, such Middle High German didactic works as Thomasin von Zirclaria"s Welsche Gast (The Italian Guest, ca. 1215-1216) and Hugo von Trimberg" Renner (The Runner; early to late thirteenth century). 12 The closest connections, however, might be with the Buch der Rügen (Book of Chastisements), which was the German translation from 1276-1277 of the Latin tract Sermones nulli parcentis from ca. 1230.
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Very similar to the motif of the Dance of Death, 14 our narrative, Des Teufels Netz, addresses all people of all ages, genders, social status, learning, etc. In fact, already at a brief glance we recognize how much the author had the entire world in mind and hoped to reach the broadest possible audience, alerting them through his didactic text both about the sinfulness almost all people live in, and about the subsequent danger for their souls in the afterlife. 15 But he also takes a political stance in the larger debates within the Church, rejecting the 9 One example of many would be that he entitles one section "Von den gebewrin" (12802ff.; About the female peasants), and then begins with the term for them "bürinen" (12803 In essence, the devil and a hermit talk about God and the world, about the seven deadly sins, the 10 commandments, the structure of the Church and its individual officers, including monks and their abbots, nuns and abbesses, then about the various monastic orders, hermits, beguines and beghards, and other clerics, then the vast body of lay society, male and female, from the emperor down to the farmhand and servant. All and everyone prove to be a victim of sinfulness, personal failures, moral and ethical shortcomings, and hence tend to become the devil"s prisoners. This is beautifully illustrated on the front page of the Karlsruhe manuscript A, showing us a group of devils all pulling a rope attached to a huge net in which they have caught a wide range of different people, dragging them with them, presumably down to hell. Three grotesquely looking devils seated on a bench placed on the top level of the page (1v) play music instruments, apparently in jubilation about the great catch their fellow devils have made among people from all social classes and groups. Subsequently the interest turns to the various groups of people within society, beginning with children, and hence their sinfulness, character, ethics, and morality (209ff.). As to be expected for such a didactic writer, the author has many more negative things to report, lamenting about young people"s bad behavior and lack of virtues, than about their pleasant and nice personality and individuality. 18 Next we hear about women in their various life stages (214ff.), 19 and from there the author turns to the men in individual social classes, beginning with emperors and kings (225ff.). It is not unusual at all that a late medieval cleric writes such a lengthy treatise with the intention of strongly criticizing the failings of all people who no longer abide by the traditional value system, no longer pay respect to the teachings of the Church, and who disrespect the worldly authorities as well. Of course, as Hubert Hoffmann and then also Georg Hofer have already noted, at the time when Des Teufels Netz was composed, many aspects of the medieval world were already in a disarray, and much of the common power structures were deeply challenged, meaning that the canonical ordo-principle was simply no longer in place and in danger of being dismantled altogether, which finds countless echoes in contemporary literature and art works, such as in the highly popular Reformatio Sigismundi from ca. 1439 (first published in 1476).
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Irrespective of such moral considerations, however, the thematic structure of this narrative simply means that the author pursues the global ambition of reflecting on all and every social class and group of his time and thus to provide his readers with a broad spectrum of insights into how they operate (or not, according to his ideals), how they are distinguished from each other, and what functions they fulfill. The author pursues a very systematic approach, addressing, first, the emperor, then the king, the duke, count, baron, etc., including the knight and the squire. Subsequently he turns to all the servants working at court, discussing even the lowliest individual. We learn thus much about the entire noble household-in the medieval sense of the word-which involves also the scribes, the hunters, gate keepers, kitchen boys, waiters, and stove heaters.
From there the author makes a sudden move away from the court to the city, beginning with a chapter on the gate keepers (now for the city), the mayor, and the merchants. Only then do we encounter the large number of craftsmen, beginning with the dress maker (289ff.). As should have become clear by now, Des Teufels Netz achieves much more than simply outlining sinful behavior by the various types of people, although this remains the base tenor throughout the entire narrative. As much as the devil and the hermit debate each case from a religious perspective, the ultimate goal proves to be a kind of a mirror of all of human society, from the highest level down to the very bottom. The first section covers the members of the clergy; the second turns to the aristocracy; the third concerns the world of the urban dwellers. Finally, though giving them less room, the author also mentions peasants, their wives, village inn-keepers, gamblers, migrants, and other dubious individuals at the margin of medieval society.
Reflecting on the strongly voiced criticism of the so-called heretics and the general shortcomings of people far and wide-though really separate issues, but in the eyes of the poet one and the same phenomenon-Georg Hofer emphasizes that the central concern in Des Teufels Netz focused on the preservation and partial reconstitution of the traditional values and structures as derived from God. 21 Let us first look at the way how this author discusses one of the most generic professions, bakers, who mattered greatly as providers of staple food, that is bread, which was so essential because rice was hardly known in the Middle Ages, while potatoes entered the picture only in the sixteenth century. 24 Bakers are particularly sinful, as he sees it, because they shamelessly utilize the situation of a famine to increase the price of their products and happily enjoy their profit (9283). Naturally, as still is the case today, the baker works at night or in the very early morning and makes every effort to earn the highest income possible. Since the poor people cannot purchase wheat and bake the bread themselves, they have to rely on the bakers (9291-92), who tend, however, to cheat their customers and use waste products in place of high-quality flour. The author does not actually describe the concrete work conditions and the tools used by bakers, and he does not specify what baked goods he produces, but he presents the entire group of bakers in their often sinful interaction with their customers. This does not come as a surprise because the overarching theme, or the common denominator, of Des Teufels Netz concerns human morality and virtues, or rather the lack thereof. Nevertheless, even here, we recognize, behind the didactic and religious discourse, a clear interest in reflecting on the specific professions by the individual craftsmen; hence here the baker. But the author is, of course, no expert, and can describe the baker"s activities and procedures only from the point-of-view of the outsider. In particular, he complains about bakers" common strategy to hide their supplies of wheat in order to increase the price of bread artificially (9327-28). He appeals to the bakers to use only good flour and to serve his customers appropriately, otherwise they would end up, as all other people mentioned in this verse narrative, in the devil"s net, and hence in hell.
Subsequently we hear about comparable shortcomings and criminal activities by the millers, the butchers, the fishermen, the haberdashers, the apothecaries and physicians, the barber surgeons, the pimps and go-betweens. Even though we would not call those people "craftsmen" in the narrow sense of the word, they all contributed to the well-being of late-medieval life and sustained their communities by meeting a variety of ordinary needs on a daily basis. But the author directs severe criticism against them all, as he operates, in a way, like a preacher warning all his parishioners about the dangers of sinfulness which could affect everyone at any moment.
To understand better the fundamental approach pursued by the anonymous poet, next I am turning to the chapter on tanners and shoemakers (10586ff.). The hermit wonders whether the devil would like to catch those people working in these two professions in his net as well, which is the standard formula he uses for most chapters to make the devil outline how bad the individual people are and to emphasize that everyone actually belongs into the devil"s net. As to be expected, the tanners deserve greatest criticism because they are often rather careless and ruin skins entrusted to them for treatment, without the customers subsequently noticing it because the tanners skillfully hide the problems (10590-95) and make the ruined piece of skin look like new (10600-01). The basic motivation for this action consists of greed, the lust for a financial profit, which emerges as one of the most common reasons for people"s wrongdoing, and which is, of course, one of the seven deadly sins. 25 The author describes in considerable details how the tanner manages to hide the damage and to make the customer believe that the skin is still in good shape, but the emphasis still rests primarily on the religious component, although the narrator does not shrink from making sarcastic remarks, calling the tanner a "from man" (10621; pious man), although he means just the opposite. 26 Then he turns to the shoemaker, whom he labels the tanner"s journeyman (10622), but not in the specific sense of the word since these are two, in very concrete terms, rather distinct crafts despite their co-dependence in their professions. Both craftsmen are, as he implies, similar in their mind-set and are not worried about cheating and deceiving their customers. When working on leather to make a new set of shoes, it often happens that he burns the sole and then covers up that damage, without the peasants, who are identified as his usual customers, noticing it. When a trusting person then puts on the new shoes and believes to have made a good purchase, he quickly realizes the next day already that the shoes are falling apart: "So tuot er morn barfuos gan" (10632; then he will walk barefoot the next morning). Instead of creating water-tight shoes, the shoemaker produces a shoddy product that makes the user experiences water easily entering the shoe, which infuriates him because he realizes that he was cheated by the shoemaker. Or the shoes are built so badly that the user can no longer walk the following day since the feet hurt so badly. Or the leather dries out so terribly that the shoes rapidly shrink and become unusable. Moreover, the evil shoemaker utilizes poor or bad material in gluing the leather together and so, altogether, emerges as a dishonest man, a deceiver, and a bad craftsman (10634-81). We could identify our religious author as a lay person with regard to the crafts, but he still offers numerous details about how those craftsmen are supposed to work and what material they use. Of course, the ultimate purpose always consists of exposing the sinfulness in all people, to warn them hence about the danger of ending up in hell as punishment, and hence of reprimanding the audience and to change their behavior. Des Teufels Netz yet still proves to be fascinating for the simple reason that it provides detailed information about the various crafts, the materials used, and the ways how the craftsmen try to cheat their customers.
We notice, apart from the strong religious intentions, also deep concerns about the need to maintain quality in the production of all and every item or foodstuff, perhaps as a result of personal experiences with poor bread, bad shoes, or other objects. The narrator points out, for instance, that it happens often that a pilgrim or a poor person purchases shoes and then quickly has to realize that they do not meet the expectations because of their miserable quality. Consequently, the narrator bursts out in loud lamentations and reproaches, calling the shoemakers who are guilty of this sinful behavior "uppig lüt" (10662; arrogant people) who deserve to be condemned. Nevertheless, as the devil admits at the end, if the tanner and the shoemaker confess and repent their wrongdoing, he would have to leave them out of his net and so spare them the misery in hell (10674-76).
The overarching tenor of this long work seems to be rather monotonous, them, and then deconstructing their pretenses, lies, deceptions, and simply their sinfulness. As to the craftsmen, the model consists of describing in considerable detail what kind of work they perform, what products they construct, but then the narrator always indicates how much these craftsmen fail to live up to those ideals and actually try to do everything in their power to make a "fast buck", to use cheap material, to hide damages, to build or make poorly designed or not operable gadgets and objects, which reveals, altogether, their own form of sinfulness. The devil delights in outlining very specifically what each craftsman tends to do as part of his labor and what the sneaky and deceitful approach results in, and this to their customers" great frustration and anger.
The narrator does not present a really discriminating picture of people"s shortcomings and moral and religious failures. He proves to be a conservative critic of his society who appeals to all of his parishioners and readers to reform, to repent, and to do penance in order to avoid being trapped by the devil. In fact, Des Teufels Netz basically follows an old tradition of didactic writing, 27 though the author introduces a considerable spectrum of innovative narrative material to illustrate his laments and complains. For our purposes it mostly matters only, however, what types of professions he refers to and discusses for his religious intentions. Just as in the previous sections, where the author focused, for instance, on the aristocracy, here he studies many different professions, such as masons and carpenters (10677ff.), blacksmiths and wheel-makers (10770ff.), coppersmiths and boiler makers (10844ff.), goldsmiths (10882ff.), scythe-makers (10927ff.), horseshoe-makers (10965ff.), painters (10997ff.), furriers (11042ff.), and many others. In the middle of all these discussions we also come across a section dedicated to those who speak falsely and pretend to be trustworthy workers (11464ff.).
The conclusion follows the same pattern, warning us about their wrongdoing: "Also tuond si die welt beschissen" (11504; thus they screw the world), but the first section addresses a very different observation, which noticeably varies from his general warnings and condemnations. Even though it is still the devil who is supposed to speak, we can be certain that the author himself makes his voice heard at this moment. God has, as he emphasizes, great mercy for the poor workers. There would be no joy in this world if the workers or craftsmen did not exist. Without the latter, neither knights nor squires, neither monks nor priests could avoid the necessity to do all labor themselves. Everyone would have to go to the fields and work them with their own hands. Irrespective of all pious service by the clergy, at the end there would be only one ultimate need: to get food: "Der andacht ze jungst im brotkorb stat" (11475; at the end devotion finds its haven in the bread basket). God wants to have both clerics and lay people as long as the earth would exist. Consequently, everyone is called upon to carry out his or her tasks and would thus earn the reward to be called God"s true servant (11478-79). In other words, the poet does not want to dismiss the craftsmen or other people living in cities as unworthy of God"s mercy. As much as the narrator has the devil condemn people for their failures to uphold divine laws and the secular laws, as much does he recognize the craftsmen, for instance, as essential and necessary for the proper functioning of human society.
Thereupon the author examines the lives of sailors (11507ff.), coachmen (11594ff.), sacristans (11825ff.), priests" courtesans (11863ff.), gamblers (11970ff.), all kinds of women in various occupations, peasants, shepherds, then even prostitutes, robbers, murderers, inn-keepers, and others. Not all types of craftsmen are listed here, but Des Teufels Netz proves to be surprisingly comprehensive and provides a true panopticon of late medieval society, especially within the city. In one chapter he even deals with fools (11661ff.), but here he makes a rather big exception, because for him fools and children are innocent, naive, and simpletons who truly belong to God"s own court. They do not diminish God"s honor through their silly talk and behavior and are only weak in their minds. In fact, the author requests that people show pity for them and try to teach them how to improve their lives. At the same time he voices harsh criticism of those individuals who falsely assume the mask of fools in order to avoid physical labor and to steal money from other people.
Overall, the author"s message proves to be straightforward and strict, warning his audience about all their sinfulness, lack of virtues, personal shortcomings, and advises them sternly not to commit evil deeds. In this regard it does not surprise us that scholarship has hardly paid attention to this lengthy, highly conservative and traditional verse narrative, which might even bore us in its tiresome and repetitive diatribes against all people"s evil behavior. But the author lines up countless different craftsmen and workers, discussing their professions, and then, of course, how they cheat people out of their money by selling bad products, making poor gadgets, shoes, clothing, tools, building with bad material, etc.
From a literary-historical perspective there is not much to say about this text because of its endless repetitions and highly traditional, morose comments about every individual here on earth. As Hans Rupprich has already observed, Des Teufels Netz stands in a long tradition of satirical-didactic poems, such as the anonymous fourteenth-century Von dem Hurübel, then the Feigenmuntorden (ca. 1400), Konrad von Ammenhausen"s Schachzabelbuch (1337), Hugo von Trimberg"s Der Renner (ca. 1300), and Thomasin von Zirclaria"s Der Welsche Gast (ca. 1215 Gast (ca. -1216 . 28 But from a cultural-historical perspective we can conclude that the author provides us with fascinating, highly valuable information regarding many different crafts practiced in a late medieval city. In fact, we can safely assume that the author lived in an urban environment because he can identify and specify so carefully what the various kinds of craftsmen do professionally and how they allegedly transgress even the basic Christian norms and ethics, turning into sinners during their business with the customers. Interestingly, the narrator does not criticize the craftsmen as such, and he does not have much to say at all about their specific work, which he describes in passing. His focus rests primarily on the ways how the craftsmen use their products or their labor to cheat their customers out of money. In other words, the author primarily views craftsmanship through the lens of a conservative cleric as much as he includes a plethora of comments about what the craftsmen actually do when working on products, on buildings, etc.
While the religious components prove to be rather trite and the result of a deeply pessimistic perspective, the author"s readiness to discuss virtually every imaginable social group within both genders, and hence also the plethora of craftsmen, servants, administrators, teachers, pimps and prostitutes, mariners, mid-wives, vineyard workers, and shepherds, makes Des Teufels Netz to a remarkable literary mirror of the social reality of its time.
Insofar as the narrator practically does not leave out any major category, exposes everyone"s sinfulness, whether high or low on the social ladder, suggests that he might have been a hermit, or, as Barack had suggested, a beghard who had distanced himself from the ordinary aristocratic or urban community and now comes forth with his harsh criticism directed against everyone. 29 We know, of course, of numerous other types of written documents, such as obituaries, necrologies, and tax registers reflecting on the many different types of craftsmen and all the other members in the late medieval world.
30 Des Teufels Netz, however, offers a unique combination of individual generic features, presenting the vast range of all people who make up medieval society from the very top to the very bottom through a literary-religious lens, criticizing all and everyone for not living up to the standards of Christian teachings. As little as Des Teufels Netz offers as a literary work of art, strongly permeated by a conservative moralization, as much does it serve as a valuable source of information about craftsmen and their professions, apart from the many other people among the clergy and the aristocracy.
From here let us turn to another significant document in which we find reflected the world of craftsmen, now even more intensively and vividly than in Des Teufels Netz. This is the Hausbuch der Mendelschen Zwölfbrüderstiftung zu Nürnberg (Housebook of the Mendel Foundation of Twelve Brothers in Nuremberg). The wealthy Nuremberg merchant Konrad Mendel had created, in imitation of similar institutions existing in the Flemish and north German regions run by Beghards and other lay communities, a foundation, or a kind of retirement community for needy old craftsmen in 1388, and since 1425/1426 each individual member was portrayed in the Hausbuch, depicting ever since a growing number of specific craftsmen and their tools. It was continued until 1806 and contains a total of 857 illustrated folios depicting 765 different craftsmen and their tools.
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This Zwölfbrüderstiftung followed the model established by Konrad"s grandfather, Konrad Gross, who had founded the famous "Heilig-Geist-Spital" (Hospital of the Holy Spirit) in Nuremberg in 1332 and which was soon co-financed by numerous donations by other people. 32 Every year 12 retired, old, or sick craftsmen were accepted into the Institution, who had to attend church services in the city and had to pray for the founder, Mendel. The number twelve was a direct reminder of the twelve apostles. This famous Hausbuch served as a memorial and obituary at the same time and indicated the great respect which the merchant Mendel had for those highly skilled and artistically endowed craftsmen. Each illumination portrayed the entire spectrum relevant for the profession, including not only the image of the individual craftsman, but specifically also his tools, materials, the work process, the characteristic workshop, and the end product. Even though these craftsmen who belonged to the Foundation could no longer work fully and by themselves, the images show them, though always already in their old age, still practicing their art in a specific 29 Barack, "Schlusswort" (see note 9), 447. fashion. In the early years the images are accompanied just by names and life dates; in the subsequent period that information was considerably expanded to include whole biographies.
The Mendel institution and its memorial book were complemented in 1511 by the mine owner Matthäus Landauer, who created a similar retirement community, the "Landauersche Zwölfbrüderstiftung" and who had just the same kind of memorial book created (from now on: Landauer Hausbuch). 33 This one contains 439 pages with 406 portraits of craftsmen. Both works were maintained and continued until 1806. In 1777, the famous Nuremberg scholar Christoph Gottlieb von Murr 34 provided the following commentary about a later section in this memorial book, for which Marquart Mendel had been responsible during his time in office (1425-1438):
Es ist zu wissen das in diesem puch gemolt sten alle die pruder die in dem almusen der zwelf pruder gestorben sind vnd was hantwerk sy gewesen sind vnd vnter was pfleger sy tod sind vnd wenn yeder pfleger an getreten ist vnd auch wen er gestorben ist. Vnd das puch hat Marquart Mendel pfleger der zwelf pruder zu samen pracht vnd lassen machen. Vnd hat das genomen auß seins anherrn Conrad Mendels stifter alten puchern etc. 35 [Know that all the brothers who have died in this Institute of the Twelve Brothers have been portrayed here. Those images show us what craftsmanship they practiced and under whose administrator of the Institute they died and when each administrator began with his duties, and when he died. The administrator of the Institute of the Twelve Brothers, Marquart Mendel, had ordered this book to be put together. He drew much for it from the old books by his forefather Conrad Mendel who had founded the Institute.]
While von Murr categorized this memorial book as a necrology, modern scholarship has preferred the term "Housebook," reflecting more the institutional character, mirroring the actual members of the Institute that wanted to have an accurate, almost photographic reflections of its deceased members and their many different crafts. This kind of institution was copied in numerous other south-German cities, such as in Augsburg, Regensburg, and Ingolstadt.
From 2007 to 2009 both the Mendel and the Landauer memorial books were digitized and hence are now available online. 36 Whereas Des Teufels Netz pursued specific religious intentions, and in that framework brought the many different professions among the craftsmen to the forefront, this Hausbuch intends virtually only to present the craftsmen in their actual work conditions, showing us through the spectacular drawings the specifics of their trade, their tool, their actions, and the product. Often the same professions are represented because the portraits serve also as individual depictions for the sake of memory. We see, for instance, an image of Heinrich Rettich (d. Feb. 22, 1641; Landauer I, fol. 105v), who worked as an "Altmacher," that is, as a man repairing old shoes. The artist presents him, like all the other craftsmen, in his own workshop, with an old shoe placed between his legs, while the work tools are placed in front of him on a tray. Even though he looks out of the picture into the distance, he holds a thread with both hands and is apparently in the process of repairing the shoe. Even though the late date of 1641 might remove us entirely outside of the Middle Ages in the commonly accepted chronological framework, this Hausbuch undermined all possible historical markers since the tradition of creating these images began already in 1425/1426 and continued until 1806. My intention here cannot be to investigate possible art-historical differences between those portraits from the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries on the one hand with those from the fifteenth century on the other, which might be detectable in small but insignificant details, such as clothing, bodily representation, and facial features, but the overarching style and the mechanics of creating these images apparently stayed the same over the centuries. Most importantly, hence, rather proves to be the detailed representation of the craftsmen at their work place with all the tools at hand and operating in their job, although all of them are depicted as old men.
Fritz Buhler, for instance, who died on April 8, 1521, worked as a carpenter, which we can recognize immediately from the painting, which shows him standing next to a large wooden beam which he cuts into the right shape with the help of a large axe (Amb. 279.2°, Landauer I, fol. 12v.). Another carpenter was Michael Begel (d. April 15, 1674), who, while looking at the spectator, uses his tools to prepare a wooden beam for the construction of a house (Amb. 279.2° Folio 143 v., Landauer I). Peter Zymerman (d. before 1423), is depicted in almost the same activity, though the artist, still steeped in late Gothic techniques, presented him more stilted and statuary (mb. 317.2° Folio 37 r. Mendel I). The artists" concerns were simply the same, portraying the craftsman in his typical working position, illustrating as concretely as possible how he carried out his characteristic tasks, operating with his tools and working on wood. Every time we recognize that these are old men, both because of their white hair and a receding hair line. Rudolf Meir (d. August 13, 1454; Amb. 317.2° Folio 76 r., Mendel I) is presented within the wooden frame of a future half-timbered house, holding a small axe in his hand, while a larger one is resting on the floor, next to an auger for drilling holes.
Later artists tended to increase the number of tools and also experimented with situating the craftsman in an outdoor setting, such as in the case of Hans Knauerman (1578; Amb. 317b.2° Folio 37 v., Mendel II) . We can even recognize some background, opening up to a mountainous landscape with a city at the foot of the hill, typical of late medieval artistic style. In other words, there are strong stylistic differences reflecting the changing times, but the overall approach and intention, portraying the old craftsman in his characteristic setting, remained the same throughout.
Most fascinating proves to be, just as in the case of Des Teufels Netz, how many different crafts are represented here. We find examples of spur makers (Andreas Sporer, 1457; Amb. 317.2° Folio 78 r., Mendel I), parchment makers (Fritz Pyrmetter, ca. 1425; Amb. 317.2° Folio 34 v., Mendel I); jewellers (Friderich Direr, d. November 3, 1611; Amb. 317b.2° Folio 110 v., Mendel II) ; glass makers (Niclas Klucel, d. May 29, 1554; Amb. 279 .2° Folio 40 r., Landauer I); and many others. Without going into further details, there are, for instance, butchers, thimble makers, flutists, coachmen, glass painters, inn-keepers, thread-makers (gold and silver), belt makers, blacksmiths for helmets, and other smiths for a variety of other parts of a knight"s armor, hat makers, comb makers, cheese makers, cooks, haberdashers, coopers, line weavers, leather makers, teachers, servants, sacristans, people in charge of weighing flour to guarantee the right price, masons, supervisors of mills, nail makers, public notaries, organ makers, organ players, butchers of oxen, priests, mail deliverer (1779), makers of rosaries, brewers, etc.
Apparently, the specific concept of "craftsmen" was soon dissolved since retirees from many different jobs ended up in this old age retirement community within the city. Anyone who had earned his own living working in one or the other fashion was invited to join, whereas the aristocrats, the learned, and the bureaucrats are not included, simply because they had other means available to them to finance their life in retirement. The retired city clerk was as much allowed to enter the Mendel Stiftung as the mercenary, teacher, scribe, cloth maker and cloth merchant, tower guards, and also bird catcher (Paulus, 1481; Amb. 317.2° Folio 99 r., Mendel I). In other words, the Stiftung was open to almost all ordinary citizens of the city, unless they were too wealthy and belonged to the class of rich merchants (patricians), city councilors, higher ranked clergy, or aristocrats.
Research on this institution in Nuremberg dates back well into the early twentieth century, 37 if not even to the eighteenth century, if we keep the work of Christoph Gottlieb von Murr in mind (see above). This great interest is fully justified because the informational value concerning the lives of late medieval craftsmen in this imperial city, Nuremberg, is most extraordinary. Not only do we learn much about the actual working conditions of craftsmen, we also encounter a huge number of historically datable and identifiable craftsmen. These most important book illuminations add much to our knowledge about tools used by craftsmen, their work clothing, and their work spaces. Even though the Hausbuch portrays only old and retired craftsmen and others, we can trust the artists" presentations as realistic and detailed. Since they are commonly situated in specific and almost identifiable spaces, while still working in their old age, it is most likely that they are shown here in their workshops in the Mendelsche Stiftung. 38 This collection was of course not the only one available from the Middle Ages; on the contrary, many illuminated medieval manuscripts depict scenes from the world of craftsmen, especially because Joseph, husband of the Virgin Mary, was known to have been a carpenter, such as in the Mérode Altarpiece, a triptych by the Early Netherlandish painter Robert Campin from ca. 1425-1428. 39 He gained his status as a saint only since the early seventeenth century, but many medieval manuscripts still contained images of him working in the background. 40 Nevertheless, the Mendelsche Hausbuch represented an extraordinarily rich masterpiece in book production because it was an obituary, memorial, and a reference work for the vast range of crafts as practiced in the late Middle Ages. In light of these observations, we can now proceed to our conclusion and end with a comparison between this vast opus of obituary images and Des Teufels Netz.
The former was a long-term project to memorialize the inhabitants of the Mendel Foundation as worthy and highly recognized craftsmen. This Hausbuch reflects a strong pride in late medieval craftsmanship and other professions. Eventually the institution accepted virtually everyone who was worthy and belonged to the urban community or had originated from outside, including the peasant Cuntz Holfelder (1521; Amb. 279.2° Folio 12 r., Landauer I) or the soldier Wilhelm Wager (1697; Amb. 317b.2° Folio 201 r., Mendel II). Nevertheless, the focus strongly rested on the craftsmen, who made up the vast majority of the Foundation"s membership. The pictorial material provides an enormous breadth of information about tools, types of profession, products, and clothing used during the work. At times we are also informed about sicknesses, moral shortcomings, and character peculiarities. But there is very little effort to inject judgments and personal comments.
In contrast, Des Teufels Netz was the result of the poet"s strong criticism of countless failures and shortcomings in his society. Through the discussion between the devil and the hermit representatives of virtually every social class are highlighted and exposed in their sinfulness and moral failures. In that process the anonymous poet utilized the opportunity to cover also the wide range of craftsmen and thus created an intriguing portrait of the social conditions in late medieval cities. Even though his interest was centered on identifying how the individual craftsmen, among others, abused their positions to increase their profit or how they worked in their profession resorting to evil practices or employing bad or poor material, this didactic-moral verse narrative still contains a vast treasure trove of concrete information about the world of craftsmanship.
The poet demonstrates an astonishing degree of expertise about the many different professions and is obviously aware about the many common complaints raised by the consumers and customers. If we read Des Teufels Netz in that light, we can place it right next to the Mendel Hausbücher and the Landauer Hausbücher, although there we are presented with mostly visual portraits of the plethora of craftsmen and their crafts. While the latter text mirrors the historical development of the crafts throughout the centuries, Des Teufels Netz was created around the time of the Council of Constance or the Council of Basel, that is, in the first third of the fifteenth century.
Both works complement each other remarkably and deserve great respect for the huge amount of data which they make available. There are tendencies to project an ideal world free of sinfulness, and when Christ Himself at the end speaks up, angry about people"s ignorance and failings (13521ff.), we recognize parallels to the genre of the late medieval Judgment plays since the host of souls is divided between the good, who are allowed to enter heaven, and the evil, who are condemned to hell (13604ff.). Nevertheless, the specific criticism of each individual social group or class and the concrete discussion of how they commit their characteristic sins make it possible to draw much important information about the many types of craftsmanship and other professions, including shepherding, farming, running inns, and prostitution. 41 We might even consider drawing some parallels to the famous humanist collection of satirical poems by Sebastian Brant in his Narrenschiff (1494), 42 although there the poet pursues quite different perspectives and is not at all driven by religious motives. Brant ridicules people and their behavior, addressing a multitude of 41 Hofer, "Wenn der Teufel an den Sündern leidet" (see note 13), 24. human shortcomings in all of its foolishness, but he also ridicules ordinary activities and behavior, proving thus his profoundly satirical attitude so characteristic of early modern humanism. 43 But we would look in vain for specific discussions of craftsmanship, of individual professions, or of social classes. Instead, Brant reflects upon useless books, children"s behavior, gluttony, excessive worrying, foolish wishfulness, wrongful blaming of God, contemptible righteousness, bad behavior in church during mass, poor parenting, lustfulness, dancing, usury, and many other aspects of a great diversity. By contrast, if we want to learn more about what fifteenth-century and later authors and artists had to say about craftsmanship, we are in the fortunate situation of having both Des Teufels Netz and the Mendel Hausbuch available as most valuable sources, giving us both a wealth of concrete information and revealing the perspectives pursued by conservative critics regarding people"s wrongdoing and criminal behavior in their professions. While the anonymous poet of the former text is most vocal in his criticism and dramatically targets individual professions or representatives of the various social classes, the textual comments in the latter text are more subtle and yet also reveal personal character flaws and moral or behavioral weaknesses, such as alcoholism, depression, dementia, or lunacy. Sometimes those are mentioned as the cause of the death, and sometimes as a failure of the individual character.
Rarely do we come across late medieval documents that allow us to cast an eye into the social reality as drastically as in both of these discussed above. There are strong differences between both, as we have noted, but both still address intensively and directly the world of craftsmanship and bring it to life more than many other documents. 44 The rich collection of images in the Mendel Hausbuch and the Landauer Hausbuch has been recognized for a long time by German scholarship as most impressive in its artistic and historical value, but Des Teufels Netz has lingered for far too long in the dust of library shelves. In light of the overarching theme of late medieval craftsmanship we need to consult this admittedly very conservative text in close conjunction with the two richly illustrated obituaries produced in Nuremberg, and we can be certain that we will be definitely rewarded for consulting this intriguing literary source for information on the social structure, the range of professions, marginal figures, and also gender relations and the evaluation of both the aristocracy and the clergy. From here we could move on to the artistic work of Christoph Weigel d. Ä . who presented in a large number of engravings images of all kinds of professions and social ranks in his Ständebuch from 1698 created upon personal visits to the many different workshops and in close consultation with the individual craftsmen.
45
It would be most fascinating to investigate, for instance, whether he drew inspiration from the Mendel or the Landauer Housebook, since he had settled in Nuremberg in the same year, 46 but this would take us far beyond our time frame for the present study. Nevertheless, it deserves to be noted as a conclusion that the late Middle Ages experienced the full "discovery" of the craftsmen as significant artistic motifs and as most important members of urban society who deserved a thorough treatment in didactic and religious writings. 
